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Tour Description

Explore the world with our specially curated travel programs and arrangements. Sedunia Travel specializes in fully personalized
travel arrangements to suit each traveling style whether it is Traveling in Group with Like-Minded People with Exclusive Private
Arrangements or even Independent Adventures for those wanting to head off the beaten path and explore. Choose from one of
our tried and tested classic itineraries or reach out to us to put together a fully tailor-made experience.

Tour Itinerary



DAY 01 :- ARRIVE SHANGHAI

? Upon arrival, Meet & Greet by our representative.
? Yu Garden ( ?? A classical Chinese garden located in the heart of Shanghai, known for its stunning rockeries, pavilions, and
traditional architecture.
? Chenghuang Temple Commercial Street ( ????? A bustling marketplace surrounding the Chenghuang
Temple, offering a varie ty of traditional foods, crafts, and souvenirs.
? Transfer to the hotel for check in

DAY 02 :- SHANGHAI

? Xintiandi Shikumen ( ?????? A trendy area in Shanghai known for its Shikumen architecture, blending Western and Chinese
elements, filled with restaurants, cafes, and shops.
? Starbucks Reserve Roastery ( ?????? The world’s largest Starbucks, offering a unique coffee experience
with roasting and brewing demonstrations.
? The Bund ( ?? A famous waterfront area showcasing Shanghai’s historic colonial architecture along the Huangpu River.
? Nanjing Road ( ??? One of the world’s busiest shopping streets, offering a mix of high end boutiques and traditional stores.

Breakfast

DAY 03 :- SHANGHAI

? Shanghai Urban Planning Exhibition Center ( ?? ??? A museum dedicated to showcasing Shanghai’s urban
development and future planning, featuring impressive scale models and interactive exhibits.
? Tianzifang ( ??? A popular arts and crafts enclave with narrow alleyways, lined with unique boutiques, galleries, cafes, and
studios housed in traditional Shikumen buildings.
? Sinan Mansions ( ??? ? A collection of restored historical villas from the early 20th century, no w serving as an
upscale cultural and leisure area with restaurants, shops, and cultural venues.
? Wukang Road ( ??? A charming street known for its historic European style buildings and a favorite spot for
walking and exploring the architectural beauty and historical ambiance of old Shanghai.
? Huanghe Road ( ? ?? Famous for its food scene, this street offers a wide variety of local Shanghai delicacies
and street food, making it a culinary destination.

Breakfast

DAY 04 :- SHANGHAI

? Panlong Tiandi ( ???? A new cultural and commercial complex featuring a blend of traditional Chinese architecture and
modern design, offering shops, dining, and cultural experiences.
? 1192 Old Shanghai Style Street (1192 ?????? A themed street designed to recreate the ambiance of
1920s 1930s Shanghai, complete with vintage shops, traditional food stalls, and period specific decor.
? Dongba Lujiazui Sightseeing Bus ( ????????? A convenient and comprehensive way to explore the Lujiazui area, known for
its modern skyscrapers and landmarks such as the Oriental Pearl Tower and Shanghai World Financial Center, with
commentary highlighting key attractions.

Breakfast

DAY 05 :- SHANGHAI DEPARTURE

? Transfer to Shanghai airport for your departure flight

Breakfast

Tour Prices

Hotel Category No of. Pax Single Twin & CWB Child No Bed

Local 4 stars 2 Adults RM 5,608 RM 4,868 RM 3,938

4 Adults RM 3,698 RM 2,958 RM 2,398

6 Adults RM 3,138 RM 2,408 RM 1,948

Local 5 stars 2 Adults RM 5,868 RM 5,128 RM 4,148

4 Adults RM 3,938 RM 3,208 RM 2,588

6 Adults RM 3,358 RM 2,618 RM 2,128

What's included

Destination  China
Departure Location  Shanghai

./destination/china/


Return Location  Shanghai

Price includes

● 4 nights’ accommodation with daily breakfast
● Sightseeing and entrance fees as per the itinerary
● Private transfer throughout the tours
● Mandarin speaking local guide
● Tipping for local driver and tour guide

Price does not include

●  Return international flight ticket
●  Travel insurance
●  Others no mentioned in the itinerary
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